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1. 2. 3.

1.

C h a p t e r  1

Language

A2

Round   1 p.9

l l

take a trip gesture

unpleasant hang out

hold up palm towards

suddenly rude get into trouble

due to custom

Round 2 p.10

01

l l

Xeroxing Googling

photocopy

xerox

Google it

replace tissue ask for

bandage fairly common

photocopy in place of search for

slang dictionary

including trend totally

generation

02

l l

TV 

Text for

Good Challenge

1. 

3. 

iNTO

1. 2. 3.
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1. 2. 3.

4. written alphabet / language

A3

pretty text message try out

championship compete

a series of competition hold

a number of official face

tournament sign up

Final Round p.14

01

l l

1. 

3. 

4. 

disappear be about to

preserve textbook consonant

vowel exercise now that

communicate publish

develop generation

grateful

02

l l

1. 

4. 

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) communicate  (2) hear
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1. 2. 3.

1. 2.

C h a p t e r  2

Art

A4

career counselor interpreter field

opportunity either A or B

employer employee client

customer be aware of

cooperative situation

deal with effectively

keep in mind

Round  1 p.21

l l
City 

2.

phantom opera return

run musical masterpiece

modern breathless set

mood no matter how

magic miss

Round 2 p.22

01

l l

iNTO

A 1. (d) 2. (a) 3. (b) 4. (c)

B 1. unpleasant 2. custom 3. compete    

4. interpreter

C 1. official 2. towards 3. publish  

4. gesture

Vocabulary Review p.18

A 1. until 2. while 3. before

4. after 

B 1. Before 2. after 3. while

4. until

C 1. after 2. while 

3. before 4. untilkwhilekafter

kuntilkbefore

Grammar Review p.19
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1. 2. 3. 4. had painted 

A5

1. 

save director orchestra

musical talent transform

local instrument for free

statistics effective youth

turn to crime similar

at risk criminal useful

02

l l

1.

2.

come to one’s mind traditional form

fine art logo catch the eye

object belong to commercial

create aesthetic purpose

basically movement

advertisement attractive boom

industry huge such as

animation

Final Round p.26

01

l l

1. 

1. 2. 3.
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A6 iNTO

1. 2.
3. (1) Both  (2) Van Gogh  (3) Both   (4) Woolf
4. (1) to inform  (2) comparison and contrast 

Impressionism admire worth

millions of accept

invitation regard forerunner

foundation beach portrait

experiment recognize fully

real

02

l l

1. 

2.

4.

mental illness victim

century be likely to develop

ordinary bipolar disorder

especially depressed stay awake

passion suddenly depression

suffer from hallucination alcoholic

unlike inspire

novel unfortunately end up

kill oneself

A 1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (c) 4. (d)

B 1. suffer from 2. end up 3. belong to    

4. at risk

C 1. 2. 3. 4.

Vocabulary Review p.30

A 1. had 2. seen 3. finished

4. had lent  

B 1. had spent 2. had suffered

3. had not been 4. had gone

C 1. left 2. had not done   

3. had been 4. HadkHavekhad 

khad don’tkleave 

Grammar Review p.31
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A7

1. 2. 3.

1. I find it hard to believe that a person made this in
such a short time. There were no footprints or
other evidence.

2. Doug, Dave

C h a p t e r  3

Mystery

Round   1 p.33

l l

crop footprint evidence elien

claim proven complex

tool measure wire

Round 2 p.34

01

l l

UFO

post look into lately

military facility government

protect securely exist

furthermore arrest rumor

spread capture 

powerful weapon mysterious

02

l l

assassination gunman shoot

parade caught deny

find out enemy hire support 

list witness

1. 2. 3.
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A8 iNTO

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) Even though  (2) move  (3) create

Final Round p.38

01

l l

1. 

2. 

4.

describe movement

result spirit be known for

brick from place to place

female secretary believe it or not

modern classic

horror film be based on

02

l l

4. 

feed farm check on

finish suddenly cry out

turn around float wound wild

attack realize situation

organ missing neat 

1. 2. (1) T   (2) F   (3) F 3.

4. the blue light

A 1. (c) 2. (d) 3. (a) 4. (b)

B 1. horror 2. feed 3. attack 4. evidence

C 1. post 2. female 3. weapon 

4. arrest

Vocabulary Review p.42

A 1. we won’t go to the theme park 

2. I will visit my grandmother in Canada

3. you will be able to pass the test

4. I will serve her either juice or milk

B 1. tell 2. want 3. don’t 4. believes

Grammar Review p.43
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A9

1. 2. 3.

1.

C h a p t e r  4

Marriage

Round  1 p.45

l l

1. 

ceremony joyful no matter what

culture celebrate bride

groom take place officially

tradition call for exchange

coin wealth fortune represent

Round 2 p.46

01

l l

C 1. turn 2. is   

3. will bring 4. will visitkvisitedkbring

kwill bekturned
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1. 2. 3.

4. the practice of dowry has been the cause of
violence and murder

A10

3.

society major increase decrease

by oneself used to consider

remain single completely

normal abnormal career

relationship dependent independent

satisfying freedom plenty of

focus on

02

l l

(A)

(B)

(C)

3.

celebrity attention public

it seem extremely suddenly

ask for divorce fall in love

immediately quit housewife

pressure

Final Round p.50

01

l l

1.

4.

involve dowry provide

purchase livestock custom

practice criticize violence

iNTO

1. 2. 3.
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A11

murder for instance afford to

burn to death ban

fine be put in prison up to

case

02

l l

1.

2.

4. 

imagine lifelong bond

polygamy polyandry rare

at the same time ancient

as ~ as possible useful nomad

environment protection survival

neither A nor B legal
1. 2. (1) T  (2) T  (3) F  (4) T 3.

4. (1) a condition of having two or more wives at
one time

(2) a practice of getting married to more than one

husband at the same time A 1. (d) 2. (b) 3. (a) 4. (c)

B 1. abnormal 2. practice 3. purchase    

4. ban

C 1. 2. 3. 3.

Vocabulary Review p.54

A 1. 2. 3. 4.

B 1.

2.

3.

4.

C 1. used to 2. used to  

3. follow 4. used to kwouldkfollowing

kwouldkis used to

Grammar Review p.55
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1. 2. 3.

1. (1) $55  (2) $70

2. Thanks to my mom, the best-selling items were
food and drinks.

C h a p t e r  5

Economy

A12

Round   1 p.57

l l

collect garage sale

gather one by one

make money advise

keep a record so that profit

exactly take notes

best-selling

Round 2 p.58

01

l l

1.

2.

grower expect harvest

due to lead to raise

cost percentage affect

product including

02

l l

2.

iNTO

1. 2. 3.
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1. 2. 3. 4. (1) 50  (2) 99

A13

electronic device microwave

quality control mark environmental

standard meet manufacturer

fine similar be applied to

international marketplace

Final Round p.62

01

l l

Giving Pledge

Giving

Pledge

3.

4. Giving Pledge

banker organization encourage

donation billionaire

at least wealth share

ashamed nonetheless

02

l l

1.

industry citizen agricultural

originally include raise

livestock manufacturing competition

decrease be related to

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) agricultural  (2) information

A 1. (c) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (b)

B 1. industry 2. donate 3. manufacture    

4. environmental

C 1. including 2. decrease 3. encourage  

4. organization

Vocabulary Review p.66
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1. 2. 3.

1. (1) Tammy  (2) the baby 2. (1) T  (2) F

C h a p t e r  6

Psychology

A14

Round  1 p.69

l l

2.

be born surprising give birth

receive attention pay attention to

go through overwhelm

too A to B

alone pick up hug

fall asleep suddenly

care for

Round 2 p.70

01

l l

iNTO

A 1. was 2. were 3. didn’t    

4. would

B 1. The customer said that it was too expensive.

2. The clerk said that they would refund my money.

3. My dad said that he wanted me to open a bank

account.

4. Julie said that her sister and she were saving

money.

C 1. The clerk said, “It is not for sale.”

2. I said to him, “You have to spend less.”

3. She said, “I won’t increase the price.”

4. They said to me, “We have no money with us.”

Grammar Review p.67
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1. 2. 3.

4. (1) Color  (2) Illnesses

A15

1. 

2. 

myth prefer generally

treat claim belief case

admit attractive attract

confident tend to

care about

fall for stable

02

l l

hang out cafeteria out of nowhere

come up skip rest 

imagine get in trouble

make fun of experience

peer pressure fit in

unwise harmful

had better

Final Round p.74

01

l l
(A)

(B) 

4. 

1. 2. 3.
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A16 iNTO

1. 2. 3.

4.

play a role in product tool 

audience quality commercial 

luxury represent 

prestige cheerful comfortable 

recover nursing home mix 

relaxing contrast 

suffer from 

02

l l

1.

facial expression emotion 

absolutely natural 

psychologist differ additionally 

in general mood common 

fake altogether besides 

movement similar wide , 

fear wrinkled hatred 

frown sadness 

A 1. (b) 2. (d) 3. (c) 4. (a)

B 1. give birth 2. fall for 3. play, role    

4. pay attention

C 1. 2. 3. 3.

Vocabulary Review p.78

A 1. Reading 2. Tired 3. Raised

4. worrying

B 1. Feeling 2. Interested 3. Attracted    

4. Watching

C 1. Boiling 2. Opening   

3. Knowing 4. ExcitedkExcitingkKnew 

kOpenkBoiled

Grammar Review p.79
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1. 2. 3.

1. make you blind, I might have diabetes, this awful
disease, my heart begins to race, many tests and
treatments

2.

C h a p t e r  7

Body

A17

Round   1 p.81

l l

2.

diabetes control amount

at any time disease blind

find out awful

race treatment

Round 2 p.82

01

1.

3. 

teenager be good at

professional accident wheelchair

give up discover association

league feel sorry for oneself

create out of the question

to one’s surprise despite

come true

02

l l

1. 2. 3.
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A18

1.

affect mislead

have an effect on idealized

skinny desirable go to extreme

starve throw up meal

risk take responsibility

role realize

Final Round p.86

01

l l

2.

3.

billions of tiny creature

human flora bacteria organ

function amazed microscope

digestive break down

amusing look forward to ~ing

02

l l

iNTO

1. 2. 3.

4. I am looking forward to learning more about
these bacteria and how they work.

1. 2. 3.

4.
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1. 2. 3.

A19

1. (1) Also/Besides/Moreover/In
addition

(2) For example/For instance

C h a p t e r  8

Food

1.

be full of nutrient average

worth lactose intolerance

allergy dairy stomachache

produce calcium absorb

entirely

Round  1 p.93

l l
(A)

(B)

several decide

pound in fact cause

dizzy lack cavity

terrible stomach pain awful

trend across agree

provide nutrition harmful

exhausted faint

Round 2 p.94

01

l l
(A)

A 1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (c)

B 1. absorb 2. starve 3. nutrient    

4. treatment

C 1. accident 2. mislead 3. allergy  

4. function 

Vocabulary Review p.90

A 1. watching 2. helping 3. digesting

4. facing  

B 1. I am interested in learning science. 

2. She has just finished doing her homework.

3. As soon as I entered the room, they stopped

complaining.

4. He gave up becoming a swimmer after he 

injured his back.

C 1. to visit 2. practicing  

3. taking 4. reducingkreducektaken

kto practicekvisiting

Grammar Review p.91
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1. 2. 3.

4. So, the chef created a spicy sauce to make the
wings taste better.

A20

(B)

2. 

3. 

traditional abroad chance

taste in that case offer

enjoyment matter thankful

local include express

dislike rude polite

imagine make fun of probably

02

l l

1. 

2. 

chef go well with

pair interact flavor

exact guideline follow

meat dish opposite

sweetness

Final Round p.98

01

l l

2.

iNTO

1. 2. 3. (1) F  (2) T  (3) T  (4) F
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A21

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) unhealthy   (2) skip  (3) turkey   
(4) spinach/black beans/seeds

4. 

popularity national snack 

actually quite brief 

name after run out of 

feed customer 

meat throw out indeed 

spicy spread 

02

l l
(A)

(B)

1. 

2.

4.

nutrition in a hurry 

unhealthy skip 

affect mood lead to 

avoid depression overcome 

include recover protein 

relaxation spinach seed 

A 1. (c) 2. (d) 3. (a) 4. (b)

B 1. run out 2. lead to 3. go well with    

4. throw out

C 1. 2. 3. 4.

Vocabulary Review p.102

A 1. more delicious 2. better

3. most expensive 4. more

B 1. good 2. more important

3. the sweetest 4. fresher

C 1. more 2. good

3. healthier 4. worsekbadkhealthiest

kbetterkmost

Grammar Review p.103
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1. 2. 3.

1.

2.

C h a p t e r  9

Social Issues

A22

Round   1 p.11

l l

Earth Hour

World Wildlife Fund

2.

concern climate turn off 

electricity encourage A to B 

care about organize 

fund afterwards 

movement globe nearly 

participate in take place 

zone 

Round 2 p.106

01

l l

1.

2.

according to recent growing

digital particularly

instant messaging Internet club

confuse A with B violent

reality leave

starve virtual expert

pay attention to

02

l l

iNTO

1. 2. 3.
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1. 2. 3.

4. (1) feeling tired  (2) muscle weakness  
(3) facial pain/high blood pressure/tooth problems

A23

1.

2.

war happen dictator

invade last support

weapon attack involve

necessary genocide effect

majority minority

Final Round p.110

01

l l

1. 

2. 

current trend beauty

put A into B reduce wrinkle

politician fairly treat

illness muscle movement

brief over and over again risk

side effect weakness facial

experience

02

l l
(A)

(B) 

1. 2. 3.

4.
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1. 2. 3.

A24 iNTO

1. (1) an example of copycat crime

(2) a series of murders by a copycat killer

(3) reasons why people commit copycat crime

2. (B)-(C)-(A)

C h a p t e r  10

Crime

2. 

information at the snap of one’s fingers

detailed route destination

scenery photograph

public private

put up on offer stranger

embarrassing license number

military surely

Round  1 p.117

l l
(A)

(B)

(C)

1.

series murder murderer

evil serial killer criminal

attention commit violent

seriously

Round 2 p.118

01

A 1. (c) 2. (b) 3. (d) 4. (a)

B 1. confuse, with 2. put, into 3. put up    

4. turn off

C 1. scenery 2. destination 3. invaded  

4. starved

Vocabulary Review p.114

A 1. or 2. and 3. and 4. or

B 1. (d) 2. (c) 3. (b) 4. (a) 

C 1. Do not 2. and   

3. Listen 4. orkandkListening

korkNot

Grammar Review p.115
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1. 2. 3.

4. (1) available  (2) privacy  (3) reduce sex crimes

A25

l l

2.

3. 

make sense odd illegal

parachute pretzel

prisoner escape from

reorganize on the basis of

probably

02

l l

1.

2.

criminal profiler detective

scene clue figure out

personality suspect

make a guess hide justice

criminal justice research

psychology

Final Round p.122

01

l l
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

1. 2. 3.
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A26

2.

4. 

offense offender

tend to track database 

available neighborhood

controversial take away

privacy argue reduce

02

l l

1.

4. 

discuss gene

whether or not certain

at risk normal cold-blooded

behavior childhood

be likely to support guilty

iNTO

1. 2. 3.

4. (1) evidence  (2) violent

A 1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (a) 4. (d)

B 1. commit 2. reduce 3. detective    

4. personality

C 1. offense 2. illegal 3. available  

4. suspect

Vocabulary Review p.126

A 1. even though he was the victim

2. even though it’s not against the law

3. Even though she saw the robber 

4. Even though there are no police here   

B 1. (d) 2. (a) 3. (b) 4. (c)

C 1. wouldn’t 2. would keep  

3. claimed 4. have 

Grammar Review p.127
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